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   Alêtheia Christian Fellowship 
                 February 24, 2019 

                   “Self-Deception” 
 

9:00 ~ Fellowship. 
10:00 ~ Service with the King’s Kid’s & Communion for all who are Christians 

 

NEWS 
Potluck March 3rd  

Joint Elder/Deacon/Staff Meeting with Wives, March 7th 6:00pm 
 

330 N. Somers Rd. (Mail: PO Box 10626) Kalispell, MT 59904~ (406) 755-1776 
Visit the website ~ www.myaletheia.com ~ Hear a sermon at aletheiachristianfellowship.podomatic.com 

Like us on Facebook (aletheiachristianfellowship) 
Emails: pastor@myaletheia.com, secretary@myaletheia.com, kids@myaletheia.com 

 

1) Now… 
 A) Make better use of our existing seats 
 B) Reconfigure existing walls for efficiency 
 C) Nursery for the full service, 3 and under - never mandatory 
2) September 8th - Kids 9 and under Worship Service - never mandatory 
3) September 2020 - Two services with Sunday school in-between 
4) Spring 2022 - Break ground on new construction  

 
1) How are we deceived? In what ways and for what reasons? 
 
 
According to Jesus superior ____________________ is required. People often define 
it as being super-serious, or being super-spiritual, or as living sinlessly, or by pasting 
Jesus’s ____________________ over their cavalier lack of righteousness.  
 

In His sermon, Jesus told us what it means.  
 
 
 
 
 
To be righteous means that you ____________ the Will of God.  
 

Ecclesiastes 12:13  
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God’s Will is that we obey His Will, because we _______________ Him, not merely 
because we are duty-bound. 
 

That type of obedience requires ______________ understanding.  
 
 
 
 
 
MATTHEW 7:21-23 ~ 21NASB“Not everyone who says to Me, ‘Lord, Lord,’ will enter the 
kingdom of heaven, but he who does the will of My Father who is in heaven will enter. 
22“Many will say to Me on that day, ‘Lord, Lord, did we not prophesy in Your name, and 
in Your name cast out demons, and in Your name perform many miracles?’ 23“And then 
I will declare to them, ‘I never knew you; depart from Me, you who practice 
lawlessness.’  
  
Verses 13&14 revealed environmental factors that _______________ us.  Verses 15-
20 revealed deceivers in the church who _______________ us. 
Verses 21-23 reveal the greatest enemy that ________________ us. 
 
 
 
 
 
They have bought the false beliefs peddled by false prophets and while they think their 
beliefs, and their practice that flows from them, are Christian - they are 
______________. 
 
 
 
 
 
We are now in the heavenly court; God the Father is the Judge and a very large group 
of people has come forward for Judgment. What’s implied is that the Judge has 
______________ them access and they have appealed.  
 
 
 
The first word, “Not,” is _________________. “Lord,” is doubled both times to show 
___________________ in another way. They make three appeals and each one 
___________________ starts with, “In Your Name.” 
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These super Christians are protesting Jesus’s ___________ of support. He responds 
to them with a statement that is blunt and final. He then makes ______________ 
pronouncements.  
 
 
 
 
 
1) “I never knew you.” That is a completely __________________ concept. Jesus 
knows them, what He’s denying is any connection with them. 
 

Jesus is not their ________________ because they have no common 
ground. Additionally, He couldn’t act as their _______________ anyway, 
because He doesn’t know them. 

 
 
 
 
 
2) “Depart from Me, you who practice lawlessness.” In verse 21 we see that “He who 
does the will of My Father who is in heaven,” is the ____________ of those in verse 
23, “Who practice lawlessness.” 
 

When taken out of _____________, “Lawlessness,” leads people to think of 
actions and lifestyle.  

 
Jesus quotes Psalm 6:8 from the Greek Old Testament.  

 
 

 
 
Fill out the other side, detach this part of the page, and place it in the 
offering plate or the prayer/suggestion box in the lobby or with an Elder or 
Deacon of the church. 

 
God Bless You! 
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“Iniquity,” not, “Lawlessness”? In the Hebrew, David calls them doers of ֶון  - (ä-vĕn) א ָ֫

evil, sin, deception or wickedness. The Greek translation went with ἀνομία (ä-nŏ-mē-ä) 

- without law. The translators intended “Lawlessness” in that place to have a general 
sense of _______________. 
 
 
 
 
 
Back to Matthew, we can see that people who want to do their __________ will are 
those uninterested in doing ___________ Will, and they are lawless and evilly so. 
 

It is at the heart of the prosperity gospel. Whether wealth and power, health 
and happiness, or prophesying, casting out demons and performing miracles. 
It is paganism in the name of ________. It is just a Christianized brand of 
____________________.  

 
 
 
 
 
You see they called Jesus “Lord, Lord,” but never thought the details of belief and self-
sacrificing obedience to that belief were _______________, so long as miraculous, 
supernatural, mystical experiences were available.  
 

Luke 6:46 
 

You must ______________ your heart, your intentions, your 
agenda. Whom do you seek? Whom do you obey? 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Check all that apply – detach and place in the offering or the prayer box 
 

_____ I want to talk with the pastor about ___________________________________________ 
 

_____ I want prayer for _________________________________________________________ 
 

_____ I want to volunteer to _____________________________________________________ 
 

_____ I want more information about ______________________________________________ 
 

_____ Other __________________________________________________________________ 
 

Name ______________________ Address _________________________________________ 
 

Phone ______________________ Email ___________________________________________ 
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Alêtheia ~ Matthew 7g ~ 022419 

 
   Survey    
In trying to understand all the votes combined with the 
comments it’s obvious that most of you agree that we 
need to take steps now to plan for our future. 
 
Even those opposed to doing anything now are not 
necessarily opposed to doing something in the future if 
necessary. 
 
What that means is they disagree that there is any 
need now. Of those who felt that way, they all thought 
we could make better use of the existing seating and 
suggested we cram together more and especially 
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occupy the front 1/3 of the church. leaving the rear 
open for visitors. Some thought ushers should be 
utilized for that purpose.  
 
That idea of filling the existing seats better was the 
number one comment. 
 
The next obvious thing was most of you agreed with a 
progression of phases. One small step leading to the 
next as necessary. 
 
The progression most popular was to start with a 
separate kid’s service first, followed by two services 
second, followed by new construction third. The last 
place option, by far, was to do nothing. 
  
Yet, even so, when you look at it, there would be a 
significant number of unhappy campers regardless of 
what we do. As I said before, no change is a pipe 
dream - things will change whether we do anything or 
not.  
 
Our small children will continue to grow, and our local 
community will also continue to grow. If we do nothing 
some of our families will leave when their kids get older 
and most visitors will not stay. 
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The notion of filling every seat is completely unrealistic. 
If it ever happens anywhere, it is the exception, not the 
rule.  
 
If what we did here was entertaining enough, you could 
fill every seat short term, but it never works long-term 
and the people so attracted often have shallow roots 
anyway. Other churches use that model - I won’t. 
 
Here’s the decision. 
 
We will implement a multi-phase plan with a real, but 
flexible timeline. An actual timetable that can be 
adjusted sooner or later as needed.  
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1) Now… 
 A) Make better use of our existing seats 
 B) Reconfigure existing walls for efficiency 
 C) Full Service - full service Nursery, 3 and under  
  - never mandatory.  
2) September 8th - Kids 9 and under Worship Service  
 - never mandatory. 
3) September 2020 - Two services with Sun. school -  
  Kids rejoin, maybe… 
4) Spring 2022 - Break ground on new construction -  
  Design, plan, model… 
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It may not seem like it, but we’ve been looking at the 
importance of obedience. You might say, “Obedience, I 
thought we were talking about judging others and false 
prophets and the blueprint for understanding theology 
and the importance of doctrine…”  
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Remember, Jesus’s thesis statement for His Sermon 
came back in 5:20, where He said, “Unless your 
righteousness exceeds that of the scribes and 
Pharisees, you will never enter the kingdom of 
heaven.” 
 
We acknowledged that those people Jesus was talking 
about devoted every waking hour to the religion 
handed to them. They were devout to what they 
believed. They obeyed the god that they assumed was 
the One True God. 
 
They performed the ritual religious duty prescribed by 
Scripture… Yet, their righteousness was insufficient. 
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When we covered that in detail, I said, how we define 
“Righteousness,” is vital. 
 
People often define it as being 1super-serious, or being 
2super-spiritual, or as 3living sinlessly, or by 4pasting 
Jesus’s righteousness over their cavalier lack of 
righteousness.  
 
Jesus told us what it means. He has shown us how He 
defines “Righteousness.” Through the Beatitudes, 
through the Antitheses, through the Lord’s Prayer, 
through the admonishment not to worry, through the 
methodology for judging others, through the warning 
about false influence, through this entire Sermon on 
the Mount, Jesus has repeatedly shown us how He 
defines “Righteousness.” 
 
Very simply, to be righteous means that you obey the 
Will of God. As I said, it’s all about obedience. It is, 
according to the Bible, the entire duty of man. 
 
Ecclesiastes 12:13 sums up everything knowable to 
mankind. “Fear God and keep His commands,” or as 
the Message says, “Do what He tells you.” Fearing 
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God is having the tiniest inkling of Who He is - Having 
just a small modicum of awareness of His Holiness. 
 
If God were to manifest Himself in some modest way 
right now, we would all be on our faces. “Fear God” 
and because you do - do what He wants - obey His 
Will.  
 

As a freebie - let me say that we now know that, first 
and foremost, we must obey God’s Will to accept the 
salvation He provided in the way He provided it. God 
chose to offer salvation through Jesus as the One and 
Only Way. Take it, or leave it, but don’t gripe. Okay, 
back to our regularly scheduled programming… 
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How can we know what Jesus preached on that slope 
overlooking the Sea of Galilee? How can we know that 
righteousness means obedience to God’s Will? How 
can we know what God’s Will is and so what is 
required of us? 
 

It can be nothing other than the Bible in whole. It is this 
Sermon recorded by Matthew and all the rest. 
 
As we closely, correctly, contextually examine God’s 
Revelation to us, we discover that in order to obey we 
must know what to obey - what to believe. 
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A Marine can give an order to his troops and they will 
obey without needing to know why. In such a case they 
are obeying out of duty and training. God’s Will is that 
we obey His Will, because we trust Him implicitly, not 
merely because we are duty-bound. 
 
That type of obedience requires relational 
understanding. God wants us to know Him through His 
unfathomable love for us and He wants to fill us with 
His love so that we will know him and love Him and 
obey Him from that basis… From the heart. 
 
Sure, it’s true, if you don’t feel like obeying God, obey 
Him anyway and the feeling will come. Obey Him 
because He’s God. But please understand, God wants 
us to obey His Will, because we want to obey His Will. 
 
For that to happen we must know Him - the real Him - 
the Him that He has chosen to reveal to us. 
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Jesus has bluntly stated that there are only two 
possible situations. One is either a Kingdom of Heaven 
person, or they are a kingdom of the world person. No 
other options, no mixing of the two, no position 
somewhere in-between those two extremes. Either a 
child of God or a child of Satan - you choose. 
 
One is righteously obeying God’s Will and the other is 
unrighteously obeying their own will. The fundamental 
difference between the two identities is one clings to 
the Truth in obedience and the other rejects it in 
disobedience. 
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To cling to the Truth, one must know the Truth. The 
enemy is actively seeking to destroy you. “Your 
adversary, the devil, prowls around like a roaring lion, 
seeking someone to devour” and “Sin crouches at your 
door” (I Peter 5:8, Genesis 4:7). 
 
Look at the flow of chapter 7 again. If you look closely, 
what you find is Jesus demonstrating the need to judge 
those in the church as to their influence on the church, 
but simultaneously a severe caution on doing that in a 
Godly fashion. 
 
The goal is to preserve Truth in His chosen repository - 
the church. We must keep the Truth the Truth and we 
must also carefully maintain unity to the maximum 
extent possible. 
 
It boils down to love - Love God, love His Truth and 
love others. 
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In verses 13&14 we found that there are environmental 
factors that hinder our Christian walk. The path is 
difficult, and the gate is narrow. 
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In verses 15-20 we found that there are active 
deceivers in the church, who use their influence, to 
corrupt God’s Truth with false theology, and so, deter 
us from the difficult path. 
 
We must guard the church against such false 
influence. Yet, in keeping with verses 1-5 we know we 
must be careful. 
 
Over the last 1,900 years this passage has been one of 
the most quoted of all as it has historically been 
misused to destroy the church, far more than it ever 
saved the church. 
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You want to replicate the Spanish Inquisition, start with 
this passage. 
 
Here we get to the third area of hindrance to our walk 
on the difficult path… Our own proclivity for self-
deception. As the song goes, “De-Nile is not just a river 
in Egypt.”  
 

 
Matthew 7:21-23 ~ 21NASB“Not everyone who says to 
Me, ‘Lord, Lord,’ will enter the kingdom of heaven, but 
he who does the will of My Father who is in heaven will 
enter. 22“Many will say to Me on that day, ‘Lord, Lord, 
did we not prophesy in Your name, and in Your name 
cast out demons, and in Your name perform many 
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miracles?’ 23“And then I will declare to them, ‘I never 
knew you; depart from Me, you who practice 
lawlessness.’  
  
“Not everyone,” opening verse 21 is the same as 
“Many,” opening verse 22. It is synonymous with the 
earlier “Wide gate,” “Broad road,” and the “Many” who 
are on that path to “Destruction.”  
 
What’s now shocking, is those people are in the 
church. It was a bit of a shock to think of false 
influencers - the “Wolves in sheep’s clothing” - as being 
part of the church, but here we learn that there are 
“Many” - regular sheep - who are likewise bound for 
“Destruction” living among us. 
 
The implication is they have bought the false beliefs 
peddled by false prophets and while they think their 
beliefs, and their practice that flows from their beliefs, 
are Christian - they are not Christian, at all. 
 
It’s a little hard to see in English, but with the word 
choices and phrasing here’s what’s happening… 
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We are now in the heavenly court; God the Father is 
the Judge and it is Judgment Day, baby. That’s what 
“On that day,” means. 
 
A very large group of people has come forward for 
Judgment. What’s implied is that the Judge has 
refused them access and they have appealed to Jesus 
as their “Lord” to intervene. To tell the Judge who they 
are. 
 
In narrative form, Jesus is telling us He refused to 
interfere because “Not everyone who says to Me, 
‘Lord, Lord,’ will enter the kingdom of heaven.” 
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The first word, “Not,” is emphatic. A way to get a similar 
emphasis would be to phrase it, “Everyone who says to 
Me, ‘Lord, Lord,’ will enter the kingdom of heaven… 
NOT!” 
 
“Lord,” is doubled both times to show emphasis in 
another way. Jesus is saying, truly, one hundred 
percent, these folks are claiming, not just Christian 
status, but super-serious, super-spiritual, Christian 
status. 
 
Because Jesus stood silent the group remains rejected 
by the Judge and barred from entrance into the fulness 
of the “Kingdom of Heaven.” 
 
They then appeal to the Defense Attorney Jesus, their 
only possible Advocate, directly.  
 
Hey, Jesus, it’s us! You know us, we participated in and 
wrought supernatural, miraculous events and 
experiences - “In your name.” 
 
Again, as another technique to emphasize something, 
they make three appeals and each one starts with, “In 
Your Name.” The NASB shows the first one, prophecy 
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as coming before “In Your Name,” but in Greek, all 
three start with “In Your Name.” 
 
They are stressing that the supernatural events they 
were involved in took place, specifically by calling on 
the Name of Jesus. 
   
These are big-time, dramatic, Charismatic spiritual 
experiences that actually happened and since they did 
happen in the name of Jesus, surely it was God the 
Father, through the Lord Jesus, Who enabled it by the 
power of the true Holy Spirit! Obviously, that proves 
that they were Christians and it obligates Jesus to be 
their Advocate. 
 
Nowhere is there even a hint of denial that what they 
claimed was true. They operated in a Christian 
environment, they believed in Jesus’s name and 
powerful supernatural experiences followed. 
 
Again, not just regular Christians, but super-serious, 
super-spiritual Christians! They are protesting Jesus’s 
lack of support. 
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Jesus responds to them directly in verse 23, with a 
statement that is blunt and final. It is a declaration that 
means we’re done discussing it, the issue is settled. 
 
He then makes two pronouncements. The first is “I 
never knew you.” That is a completely relational 
concept. Obviously, Jesus knows them all perfectly, 
what He’s denying is any connection with them as 
being unified, together, or on the same side. 
 
Legally, in the Greco-Roman world an advocate 
couldn’t act on the behalf of someone they did not 
know. The thinking was if you defended someone you 
didn’t know, you were asserting things that you couldn’t 
know. It would have no basis in truth. Even if there was 
some truth in the story he presented, the defender 
couldn’t know that. 
 
Jesus is saying first of all, we have no common ground, 
so I am not your Advocate. But, not only am I not your 
Advocate, because you are not my people, I couldn’t 
defend you even if I wanted to because I don’t know 
you. 
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Why doesn’t Jesus relationally know these people who 
were so active in the church? That brings us to His 
second pronouncement, “Away from Me.” In verse 21 
we see that “He who does the will of My Father who is 
in heaven,” is the polar opposite of those in verse 23, 
“Who practice lawlessness.” 
 
When taken out of context, “Lawlessness,” leads 
people to think of actions and lifestyle. They either 
assume that the problem for these false Christians was 
that they harbored sin in their life. 
 
Or people assume the problem was they failed to keep 
God’s Old Testament Law. 
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This is popular especially, when you think about the 
original Jewish audience 2,000 years ago. Many 
legalistic folks today believe that the Jewish Law must 
be kept still. Essentially, salvation in Jesus and the 
infilling of the Holy Spirit, make one able to fulfill the 
Old Covenant requirements. 
 
Well, both ideas are wrong, in and of themselves, but 
they both have some merit as they shed light on what 
Jesus was driving at… 
 
In verse 23 Jesus quotes Psalm 6:8 from the Greek 
Old Testament. In that place, King David begs God to 
forgive him and restore the Covenantal relationship 
with Israel. David then declares as king, that all who 
are not fully on board with that plan - are forever 
banished. 
 
He says, “Depart from me, all you who do iniquity.” 
 
“Iniquity,” not, “Lawlessness”? What’s going on? In the 
Hebrew, David calls them doers of ֶון  ,It is evil .(ä-vĕn) א ָ֫
sin, falsehood, deception or wickedness. “You who do 
iniquity,” is a reasonable translation of the Hebrew. 
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The Greek translation, completed long before Jesus 
was born, went with ἀνομία (ä-nŏ-mē-ä). It means 
without law or lawlessness. We don’t know why they 
did that - perhaps because both words start with an 
“ah,” sound. 
 
What we do know, is the translators intended 
“Lawlessness” in that place to have a general sense of 
disobedience to God, which is of course, ֶון  ,evil, sin ,א ָ֫
falsehood, deception or wickedness. 
 
Taking that back to our passage in Matthew, we can 
see that Jesus was saying that people who want to do 
their own will are those uninterested in doing God’s 
Will, and they are, in essence, lawless and evilly so. 
 
Lawbreakers or outlaws are people who regard their 
sense of right and wrong above that of the law - they 
are lawless because they want their will done over the 
will of the lawgiver. 
 
It is at the heart of the prosperity gospel. It is the 
mindset that says, what can I get my personal genie 
Jesus, to do for me…  
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Whether wealth and power, health and happiness, or 
prophesying, casting out demons and performing 
miracles. It all boils down to paganism in the name of 
Christ - It is just a Christianized brand of witchcraft. My 
will done in Heaven, rather than God’s will done on 
earth - in my life. By me, picking up my cross daily. 
 
You see they called Jesus “Lord, Lord,” but never 
thought the details of doctrine were important. How can 
obedience to God’s Will be a worry, while in the midst 
of miraculous, supernatural, mystical experiences. Who 
needs to study Theology and obey the principles it 
teaches, when spiritual confirmations abound? 
 
Evidently, they did. Jesus succinctly said in Luke 6:46, 
46NASB“Why do you call Me, ‘Lord, Lord,’ and do not 
do what I say?” According to our passage at hand, 
those who are bound for glory are those who “Do the 
Will of My Father who is in Heaven.” 
 
Jesus says, “My Father,” not your Father or even our 
Father, but “My Father.” It isn’t to stress that Jesus is 
the One and Only Son - here, it is to stress that those 
who are saved, obey the Father, just as Jesus did. 
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How did Jesus obey the Father? What is the Theology 
He used, what were the principles He derived, what 
was the doctrine Jesus taught? 
 
It is this Sermon on the Mount.  
 
Start with being so poor in spirit that you recognize it is 
utterly impossible to help yourself in any way, shape, or 
form. Cry out to God for His salvation in Christ Jesus 
and the infilling of His Holy Spirit. 
 

How can you know who the deceived are? How can 
you know if you’re one of them? 
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Jesus said never mind about who is and who isn’t. He 
will sort it out in the end. As for yourself… 
 
Almost immediately after I got out of the Air Force my 
squadron deployed to a combat zone. My best friend 
Smokey and I had talked about two guys in our unit. 
One was a bit suspect and the other dude was Joe 
Cool. Smokey flew with both guys on separate nights 
where they got shot at. The suspect guy turned out to 
be the hero and Joe Cool turned out to be a coward. 
 
Here’s why I tell the story… Combat didn’t change 
them. Getting shot at didn’t make one a coward and 
one a hero - it only revealed who they were all along. 
 
Nothing surprising will take place at the judgment. God 
will not determine what category people fall into at that 
time. His judgment will only reveal the Seal of God or 
the Mark of the Beast that was on the person all along. 
 
Understand that God judges the deeds of those who 
will perish. For those who are saved His judgment is 
averted. You cannot judge your status by judging what 
God will not judge. It isn’t about deeds, scores, super-
spirituality. 
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You must judge your heart, your intentions, your 
agenda, your motivation. Whom do you seek? Whom 
do you truly serve? 
 
The true Christian is drawn to God and they desire to 
know Him and be with Him and to abide in Him. Show 
me a person who wants to know Him more for the sole 
purpose of worshipping Him more accurately and 
serving Him more selflessly and I’ll show you someone 
on the difficult path. 
 
True righteousness is truly selfless. 


